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The Cannonsburg to South Neal Transmission Line Rebuild project required the rebuild of approximately 5 miles of a 69kV transmission
line between two substations: Cannonsburg, Kentucky, and South Neal, West Virginia. Because this project had the potential to require a
nationwide permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Commonwealth Heritage Group, Inc. (Commonwealth) staff designed
and implemented a survey strategy that would comply with the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (16 U.S.C.
470; Public Law 89-665), its Section 106 implementing regulations (36 CFR 800) and follow Kentucky Heritage Council guidelines and
requirements.
As part of the project the project, the Commonwealth team:
•
•
•
•
•

Delineated a direct Area of Potential Effects (APE) which included all areas of all potential ground disturbing activities such as the
transmission line corridor, access roads, rerouted roads, and temporary workspaces and ultimately encompassed 127 acres;
Delineated the indirect APE as the additional 0.5-mile area around the direct APE to take into account indirect impacts to aboveground resources;
Completed an online and on-site literature review for a 1.25-mile (2-km) study radius, which was designed to assist with developing
a historical context for National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility evaluation of identified resources;
Completed field survey of the direct and indirect APE using visual inspections, walkover or pedestrian surveys, and the excavation
of shovel test units; and
Made NRHP eligibility and, when necessary, effects recommendations for one archaeological site, two cemeteries, and 18
properties with buildings and structures that were over 50 years of age and had a view of the project facilities.

The Phase I archaeology and architectural history surveys were coordinated with and received concurrence from the Kentucky Heritage
Council less than one year after beginning the project. One interesting result of Commonwealth’s research was the revelation that
individuals purported to be buried in the Burns Cemetery were associated with gruesome 1881 murders known as the Ashland Tragedy,
which you can read more about here .
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